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Abstract
Background Pain and emotional well-being are complexly associated both globally and in the moment.
Emotional regulation strategies may contribute to that
complexity by shaping the pain–well-being association.
Purpose Using emotional intelligence (EI) as an integrative conceptual framework, this study probed the role of
emotional regulation in the associations of osteoarthritis
pain with emotional well-being in varying time frames.
Perceived attention to, clarity, and regulation of emotions were examined as predictors of well-being, and as
moderators of the well-being–pain association, at global
and momentary (within-day) levels.
Methods In a microlongitudinal study, 218 older adults
with physician-diagnosed knee osteoarthritis self-reported global pain, depressive symptoms, and EI (mood
attention, clarity, and repair). Momentary pain and
positive and negative affect were then assessed four times
daily for 7 days. EI subscales were examined as moderators of the pain–well-being association at global and

momentary levels, controlling demographics and general
health.
Results Global and momentary pain were positively
associated with mood clarity and negatively with attention, but not with repair. Clarity and repair negatively
predicted depression, and buffered effects of pain on
depression. Momentary negative affect was negatively
predicted by mood clarity and repair; again, clarity
and mood repair buffered effects of momentary pain
on negative affect. Only mood repair predicted positive
affect, with no interactions emerging.
Conclusions Attention to mood states exacerbates the experience of pain in both short and long terms. In contrast, both mood clarity and ability to repair moods
appear important to both momentary and longer-term
emotional well-being.
Keywords Osteoarthritis • Pain • Depression • Affect •
Emotional intelligence
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The experience of pain, particularly chronic pain, clearly
has a strong emotional component. At the broadest
level, a large and still growing literature documents the
association of persistent pain with diagnosable psychopathology [1]. Historically, depression has received the
greatest research attention, with the consistent finding
that chronic pain is a strong risk factor for both diagnosable depressive disorders and lower level symptoms [2].
The linkage of pain with depression has been demonstrated both cross-sectionally and longitudinally, and
appears to be bidirectional [3, 4].
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Research on the link between pain and emotional
distress has, over the past two decades, moved beyond
global symptomatology to examine short-term dynamics
among pain and various indices of subjective well-being.
Experimental work has shown that induced negative
mood increases the unpleasantness of pain [5] (but see
[6]), as well as its rated intensity and pain tolerance [7].
Conversely, positive mood induction reduces pain in laboratory settings [7, 8]. Several in vivo microlongitudinal studies, using daily or weekly diary approaches, have
similarly demonstrated that variation in persistent pain
is associated in predictable ways with contemporaneous
and lagged fluctuation in mood states [9–12]. Similar
patterns have been documented on even shorter, within-day time frames using experience sampling methods
[13–15].
Microlongitudinal studies also illustrate how shortterm affect may interact with more stable personal characteristics to influence the experience of pain. For example,
Graham-Engeland and colleagues [15], using experience
sampling with a sample of persons with rheumatoid arthritis, found that globally assessed depressive symptoms
and momentary positive affect contributed independently to momentary pain. Interestingly, the association
of negative affect with pain was attenuated by statistical
control of stress, age, gender, and time of measurement.
History of depression, net of current distress, has similarly been shown to intensify the day-to-day relationship of pain with mood [16, 17]. Broader personality
and cognitive characteristics are also associated with
momentary pain, often in complex ways. For example,
Affleck and colleagues [9] found that neuroticism moderated the daily pain–mood linkage among rheumatoid
arthritis patients, such that persons higher in neuroticism
displayed weaker within-day associations of pain with
affect. A similar interaction of trait and state anger on
momentary pain ratings has been reported among persons with lower back pain [18].
Given this close and somewhat complicated linkage
of pain with short- and long-term emotional function, it
is not surprising to observe growing interest in emotion
regulation as a modulator of chronic and acute pain.
Several lines of inquiry indicate that awareness of and
ability to regulate one’s emotions may be a crucial aspect
of psychological response to chronic pain. A prime example is mindfulness, which has been related to reduced
pain intensity and interference both in treatment studies [19] and in correlational research on trait mindfulness [20, 21]. Observed short-term regulation of mood
states—recovery from negative affective states or maintenance of positive mood—has similarly been related to
reduced pain intensity in such diverse groups as hospitalized older adults [22], rheumatoid arthritis patients
[23], and children with juvenile idiopathic arthritis [24].
Conversely, instability of negative affect is associated
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with increased daily pain severity [12], again underscoring the importance of mood regulation as a component
of pain self-management. The high prevalence of alexithymia among chronic pain patients [25, 26] further
suggests that inability to identify or articulate one’s own
emotions may exacerbate (or, perhaps, be exacerbated
by) pain.
Although the studies cited above provide some compelling glimpses of the dynamics of emotional response
to pain, they fail to capture in integrative fashion the
full complement of emotional functions that may come
into play. Mindfulness, in either state or trait form, is essentially pure awareness: attention to emotions and the
context in which they occur, without attempt to evaluate
or modify them. In contrast, work on alexithymia highlights clarity of moods, in terms of ability to understand,
articulate, and differentiate one’s feelings. Studies of
mood variability capture direct or unconscious efforts to
regulate emotional states, presumably in order to control
their effects on physical and emotional well-being. Each
of these functions appears to be an important element
of emotional response to chronic pain. However, these
various components have typically been examined separately and independently, without reference to how they
may interact to affect pain and its emotional impact.
A potential consolidating framework is the construct
of emotional intelligence (EI) as set forth by Salovey,
Mayer and colleagues [27, 28]. Working from an abilities-focused perspective, these investigators conceptualized EI as the capacity correctly to perceive emotions in
oneself and others; to use emotions to facilitate adaptive
action; to understand the causes, consequences, and flow
of emotions, and to manage emotional experience. In the
context of persistent pain, this implies that EI may facilitate monitoring and managing emotional responses to
pain—and, hence, avoiding its long-term harmful effect
on psychological and functional well-being.
There have been only a few attempts explicitly to apply
the EI framework to the experience and effects of chronic
pain. In two experimental studies, Ruiz-Aranda, Salguero,
and Fernández-Berrocal demonstrated that general EI
[29], as well as more specific perceived ability to repair
or regulate one’s mood [30], predicted reduced sensory
and affective response to a cold pressor task. This overall
negative relationship of global EI with pain has been
replicated in self-report studies of persons with chronic
pain [31]. Particularly interesting are findings regarding the moderating effects of specific mood regulation
abilities on the association of pain with both emotional
well-being and transient mood states. Using a 2-year longitudinal design, Kennedy and colleagues [32] found that
perceived mood clarity—the extent to which persons feel
certain of their emotions and the implications thereof—
buffered the negative relationship of osteoarthritis pain
with depressive symptoms. In the shorter term, Zautra
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and colleagues [10] assessed pain and mood weekly for
12–20 weeks in a sample of women with diverse painful
conditions. Paralleling Kennedy et al. [32], they reported
a buffering effect of mood clarity on the pain–positive
affect association among older women with arthritis
(both osteoarthritis and rheumatoid arthritis), but did
not observe that effect in women with fibromyalgia. The
same team, analyzing data only for women with rheumatoid arthritis, identified a similar short-term effect for
mood repair [33]. Here, high perceived ability to regulate
one’s own moods attenuated the negative impact of current pain on next-week positive affect.
In sum, it appears that the self-regulatory abilities that
comprise EI may be important contributors to individuals’ maintaining positive emotional well-being in the face
of persistent pain. However, as noted earlier, the literatures on emotional awareness, clarity, and regulation
have developed largely independently. There has been
little attempt to examine EI in integrative fashion, identifying which aspects of the trait may be most strongly
predictive of adaptive response to pain. Further, the majority of research in this area has focused either on global
emotional well-being, measured in terms of depression,
anxiety, or other mood-related syndromes, or on shortterm affective response to pain and its accompanying
limitations. Aside from a handful of studies linking, for
example, current or past depressive disorders with daily
or momentary responses to pain [15, 16, 34], we know
little about how momentary emotional responses translate to more generalized, global well-being among individuals with persistent pain.
To address these gaps, the current research examined
the association of multiple aspects of EI with emotional
well-being among a sample of older adults with osteoarthritis of the knee. Using the Trait Meta-Mood Scale
[35], we examined unique contributions of perceived
attention/awareness, clarity, and regulation of emotions
to indices of emotional well-being at both global and momentary levels. For global analyses, we followed the bulk
of extant literature, operationalizing emotional well-being
negatively, in terms of depressive symptoms, and using
a general self-report measure of pain intensity. For momentary analyses, we used experience sampling method to
capture pain and positive and negative affect at multiple
points over a 7-day period. At both levels of analysis, we
explored both main effects of EI components on emotional well-being as well as their moderating effects on the
relationship between pain and emotional well-being.

from west-central Alabama (N = 133) and Long Island,
New York (N = 85) as part of an ongoing longitudinal
study. Recruitment methods were diverse and differed
somewhat at the two sites. In Alabama, respondents
were recruited from a university-based general medical
clinic, an urban rheumatology clinic, and a network of
federally qualified health centers; from senior centers
and other community service networks for older adults,
and through public service announcements and word of
mouth. The New York sample was recruited from university-based general medical clinics, advertisements
in campus publications, and commercially prepared
mailing lists. Respondents were required to be at least
45 years of age, able to converse over the telephone in
English, and to provide contact information for a physician willing to confirm the knee osteoarthritis diagnosis.
Exclusion criteria were presence of other painful or disabling disorders (e.g. rheumatoid arthritis, lung disease
requiring oxygen use, current malignancy) and cognitive
impairment sufficient to preclude completion of interviews (Short Portable Mental Status Questionnaire score
≥6; [36]). A final selection criterion was completion of
at least 14 of 28 scheduled within-day phone calls (see
“Measures and Procedures,” below).
Recruitment process varied by referral source, as
approved by institutional review boards at participating institutions. Clinic patients and those on nonclinical
mailing lists received a letter introducing the study and
alerting them to expect a telephone inquiry; an opt-out
card was included for those who preferred not to be contacted. At community service centers, project staff gave
brief informational presentations and described the research; respondents to flyers, public service announcements, and word of mouth phoned the project offices
directly. Regardless of referral route, interested individuals were first screened for eligibility and, if interested,
gave verbal assent to participate. They then received a
mail-out package including an informed consent form,
authorization for physician contact to confirm the osteoarthritis diagnosis, and a packet of self-report questionnaires. After physician confirmation was obtained, an
in-person interview was scheduled to complete the consent process, retrieve completed questionnaires, collect
additional data, and train respondents on the experience
sampling protocol.
Table 1 presents demographic characteristics and all
study variables for the final sample of 218.

Method

Measures and Procedures

Sample and Recruitment

Background characteristics

The sample comprised 218 individuals with physician-diagnosed osteoarthritis of the knee, recruited

Background characteristics, included as potential covariates, were race (African American vs. non-Hispanic
white), age, gender, marital status (married/cohabiting
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Sample Characteristics and Primary Study Variables

Variable (range in this sample)

Mean
or N

Age, years (48, 97)

64.6

Male

53

24.3%

Female

165

75.7%

African American

85

39.0%

Non-Hispanic White

133

61.0%

a

SD or %
9.3

think about my feelings,” “I believe in acting from the
heart.” (b) Mood clarity (12 items, α = .800) represents
insight into and understanding of one’s own emotions,
for example, “Sometimes I can’t tell what my feelings
are” (reverse coded), “I feel at ease about my emotions.”
(c) Mood repair comprises six items that address maintaining positive affect balance, for example, “When I become upset, I remind myself of all the pleasures in life.”
Although alpha for this subscale attained only .580, we
retained the composite because of its conceptual importance for current analyses.

Unmarried

109

50.5%

Married/cohabiting

107

49.5%

Grade school or less

27

12.4%

Experience sampling measures

High school graduate

47

21.6%

Some post-high school training

50

22.9%

College graduate

40

18.3%

Graduate/professional degree

54

24.8%

Experience sampling measures were obtained during
a 7-day protocol during which respondents, using per
sonal phones or cell phones provided by the project, were
telephoned four times daily by trained research assistants. The calls, each lasting roughly 5 min, were ran
domized within 3-hr blocks over a 12-hr time period
daily. Measures relevant to the current analyses included
(i) momentary pain at the time of the call, rated on a
5-point scale (“not at all” to “extremely”). (ii) Momentary
positive and (iii) negative affect were assessed with the
Philadelphia Geriatric Center Positive and Negative
Affect Scales [39]. The five positive (content, energetic,
happy, interested, warm toward others) and five negative
items (annoyed, depressed, irritated, sad, worried), each
rated from 1 (“not at all”) to 5 (“extremely”), were averaged to produce composite positive and negative affect
scores for each call. Based on data from the first call of
the first day’s experience sampling protocol, Cronbach’s
alpha for the positive affect composite was .761 and for
negative affect, .756.
In such an intensive procedure, some data loss is to
be expected. For current analyses, we excluded 6 of
224 individuals (0.27%) for whom fewer than 14 of the
28 calls yielded complete data. Number of completed
calls for the 218 active participants ranged from 14 to
29 (one respondent accidentally received 8 days’ calls).
The modal number of calls yielding valid data was 23
(M = 22.8, SD = 3.3); only 17% of the sample completed
fewer than 20 calls. Overall, 81.4% of calls were completed and yielded useable data.

a

Osteoarthritis in both knees

133

Duration of osteoarthritis symptoms, months (0, 624)

133.4

61.6%

Health problems (0, 13)

3.28

2.67

Mood attention (1.92, 4.67)

3.41

0.44

Mood clarity (2.33, 4.92)

3.63

0.45

Mood repair (2.33, 5.00)

3.77

0.50

Depressive symptoms (0, 54)

11.0

10.4

Significant depression (CESD ≥ 16)

50

22.9%

Global pain (0, 4.17)

2.05

0.88

Momentary positive affect (1.32,
4.99)

3.29

0.70

Momentary negative affect (1.00,
3.53)
Momentary pain (1.00, 4.90)

1.29

0.40

2.04

0.80

117.4

a

N = 216.

vs. not), and education (5-point scale, “less than high
school” through “graduate degree”). Physical health was
represented by a count of chronic and acute conditions
experienced over the past year on a 28-item checklist (e.g.
heart trouble, diabetes, broken hip).
Global measures
Global measures included: (i) pain, assessed with the
Philadelphia Geriatric Center Pain Scale [37], a 6-item
measure of pain intensity currently and over the past few
weeks. Cronbach’s alpha for the current sample was .857.
(ii) Depressive symptoms were captured with the Center
for Epidemiologic Studies Depression Scale (CESD [38];
20 items, α = .907). (iii) EI was tapped by the three subscales of the 30-item Trait Meta-Mood Scale [35]. (a)
Attention to mood (12 items; α = .724) addresses the extent to which persons focus on their emotions and believe
that emotions should guide action, for example, “I often

Analysis Plan
Covariates for primary analyses were selected via a series
of ordinary least squares multiple regression analyses for
relationships of background characteristics with global
pain, depressive symptoms, and EI composites; parallel
multilevel models were used for momentary pain and positive and negative affect. Primary analyses examined the
associations among EI, pain, and emotional well-being
at global and momentary levels. For global measures,
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regression analyses first delineated the association of the
three EI variables (attention, clarity, repair) with pain,
controlling for covariates. We then examined independent
and moderating effects of EI variables and global pain
upon depressive symptoms, using centered variables to
compute multiplicative interaction terms (We recognize
the advantages of bootstrapping techniques, such as
those advanced by Hayes [44] for examining moderator
effects in ordinary least squares regression. However, to
our knowledge, no currently available program permits
testing of more than one interaction at a time. Thus, for
parsimony, we examined interactions in omnibus fashion
using traditional multiplicative interaction terms. We
replicated all moderation analyses in univariate fashion
using Hayes’s PROCESS macro [44]. Patterns of significant results exactly replicated those reported here.).
Relationships among momentary pain, positive and
negative affect, and EI were explored using random
intercepts multilevel models that paralleled those for
global variables. This approach permits examination of
patterns of within-person covariation of momentary
pain and affect (Level 1, within-person variables) as a
function of between-person (Level 2) individual differences [40]. Initial analyses examined Level 2 (between
person) linkages of mood attention, clarity, and repair
with momentary pain across all experience sampling
data points; improvement in prediction over covariates
alone was tested using a likelihood ratio test distributed
as χ2. Next, associations of pain with momentary positive and negative affect were tested separately in nested
equations, beginning with covariates and momentary
pain at Step 1. Here, two measures of pain were used.
Average momentary pain, the within-person mean of
pain ratings across all phone calls, functioned as a Level
2 variable to represent individual differences in overall
levels of pain assessed in the moment. Momentary pain
ratings at each call were person-centered by subtracting
average momentary pain from the momentary rating,
thus yielding a measure of momentary deviation from
one’s own average at each experience sampling data
point. At Step 2, group-centered mood attention, clarity,
and repair were entered as Level 2 predictors, followed at
Step 3 by multiplicative interaction terms testing moderating effects of each of the three EI variables on the within-person association of person-centered momentary
pain with mood. Likelihood ratio tests again estimated
improvement in model fit at each step.

Results
Covariate Analysis
Regression equations using background characteristics
to predict global pain, depressive symptoms, and the EI
variables (attention, clarity, repair) were all significant;

test statistics are available on request. Age was significantly related to depressive symptoms (β = −.237, p
< .001) and marginally to pain (−.114, p < .07). Gender
predicted attention to mood, with women scoring
higher on that variable, β = .193, p < .007. Education
predicted lower levels of pain (β = −.297, p < .001) and
greater mood clarity (β = .212, p < .004). Marital status
(1 = single, 2 = coupled) was associated with mood
clarity (.163, p < .03), and marginally with mood repair
(.139, p < .07). Physical health was a significant predictor
of pain (β = .173, p < .02), depression (.262, p < .001),
and mood clarity (−.149, p < .05). The only association
that race showed with any outcome was a marginal coefficient for pain, β = .124, p < .06.
Parallel associations of potential covariates with momentary pain and affect were examined using multilevel
modeling. Age was significantly associated with pain
(b = −.014, SE = .006, p < .02), positive affect (.017,
.005, p < .001), and negative affect (−.006, .003, p <
.05). Number of health conditions also predicted pain
(b = .072, SE = .022, p < .001), positive affect (−.044,
018, p < .02), and negative affect (.031, .011, p < .007).
Momentary positive affect was positively related to education (b = .072, SE = .027, p < .01) and marital/partnered status (−.193, .097, p < .05; married/partnered as
index group). Neither gender nor race was associated
with momentary pain or affect.
Because race showed only a single, marginal association with any of the primary variables of interest, it was
excluded from further analysis. Age, gender, education,
marital status, and physical health were controlled in all
further analyses.
EI, Pain, and Depressive Symptoms
A first analysis delineated the association of EI with
global pain. An initial regression equation, including the
five covariates, yielded a significant overall effect, F (5,
210) = 13.31, p < .001, attributable to effects of education (β = .332, p < .001), health conditions (.173, p <
.02), age (β = −.122, p < .05) and, marginally, marital
status (−.114, p < .092). Addition of EI variables significantly increased explained variance, ΔF (3, 207) = 6.94,
p < .001. Mood clarity was the strongest contributor,
β = −.305, p < .001, reflecting lower pain among persons
with higher perceived mood clarity. Attention was positively associated with global pain, β = .202, p < .002, but
no effect emerged for mood repair.
To examine linkages of EI with global emotional
well-being, we regressed CESD depression onto covariates and pain (Step 1), and then added EI variables as a
block (Step 2). At Step 3, interaction terms were entered
to test moderating effects of mood attention, clarity, and
repair upon the pain–depression relationship. Table 2
presents results for each step.
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Depressive Symptoms as a Function of Background Characteristics, Mood Regulation Strategies, and Global Pain
Step 1
R
.579

Step 2
Adj. R2

β

.316

Sex

R
.725

Step 3
Adj. R2
.505

.050

Age

−.177****

Marital status

−.055

β

R
.756

.088*
−.173*****

Adj. R2

β

.546
.077
−.141****

.017

010

Education

.070

.117**

.115**

Health conditions

.181***

.123**

.134**

Global pain

.471*****

.382*****

.399*****

Mood attention

.022

.024

Mood clarity

−.293*****

−.278*****

Mood repair

−.242*****

−.228*****

Attention × pain

.072

Clarity × pain
Repair × pain

−.197*****
−.044

Step 1: F (6, 209) = 17.58, p < .001; Step 2: F (9, 206) = 25.37, p < .001; Step 3: F (12, 203) = 22.54, p < .001.
*.05 < p < .10; **p < .05; ***p < .01; ****p < .005; *****p < .00.

At Step 1, an overall significant effect reflected the
association of depressive symptoms with age, physical
health, and pain. Entry of EI variables at Step 2 significantly increased explained variance, ΔF (3, 206) = 27.58,
p < .001; mood clarity and repair, but not attention, were
significant predictors. The association of education with
depressive symptoms was artifactually increased to traditional significance levels; no other changes in patterns
of significance were observed.
At Step 3, addition of the interaction terms again
improved prediction of depression, ΔF (3, 203) = 7.18, p
< .001, due entirely to the interaction of pain with mood
clarity (rightmost columns of Table 2). To address concern about overfitting of the Step 3 model, we reran the
analysis entering only one interaction term at a time.
When entered alone, the mood clarity × pain interaction
again significantly improved prediction, β −.203. ΔF
(1,205) = 18.80, p < .001. Also as before, there was no
pain × attention interaction, β = .013, ΔF < 1. In contrast to the block entry model, when entered alone, mood
repair significantly modified the association of pain with
depressive symptoms, β = −.140, ΔF (1, 205) = 8.32,
p < .004. Regression slopes plotted at low (−1 SD),
medium (mean), and high (+1 SD) levels of mood clarity
(Fig. 1A) indicate that the relationship between pain and
depression is attenuated among individuals with greater
mood clarity. A similar buffering effect was observed for
mood repair (Fig. 1B).
EI, Pain and Momentary Affect
Initial, null multilevel models were run to estimate the
proportion of variance in momentary pain, positive

affect, and negative affect attributable to between-person
versus within-person variability. Resulting intraclass correlations were .472 for pain, .506 for negative affect, and
.650 for positive affect, indicating sufficient within-person variability to proceed with primary analyses.
A first analysis examined EI variables as predictors
of momentary pain. An initial model containing only
covariates, −2LL = 12272.45, was significantly improved
with addition of the EI variables, −2LL = 12263.81,
χ2 = 8.64, df = 3, p < .04. Significant effects emerged for
age, b = −.013, SE = .006, p < .03, and health conditions,
b = .065, SE = .022, p < .004, reflecting greater pain
among younger individuals and those with more health
problems. Momentary pain was predicted by attention
to mood, b = .271, SE = .125, p < .04, and marginally by
mood clarity, b = −.304, SE = .158, p < .06.
The associations of EI and momentary pain with momentary affect were examined first for positive affect.
Table 3 presents the final step of the nested analysis. The
effect of covariates alone, −2LL = 7980.61, was significantly improved by entry of average momentary pain
and momentary pain, −2LL=7932.59, χ2 = 48.02, df = 2,
p < .001. The improvement was driven by momentary
pain, b = −.059, SE = .009, t = −6.36, p < .001; average
mean pain showed no association with momentary positive affect, p > .19. Addition of EI variables further
enhanced prediction of positive affect, −2LL = 7882.25,
χ2 = 50.34, df = 3, p < .001. The effect was driven by mood
repair, b = .490, SE = .097, t = 5.07, p < .001; coefficients
for attention and clarity were not significant. Pain did
not interact with any of the EI variables when entered as
a group, Step 4 χ2 = 5.50, df = 3, n.s. When entered singly,
marginal interactions with momentary pain emerged for
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For momentary negative affect, model fit using covariates alone, −2LL = 5238.78, was significantly improved
when contemporaneous pain and average momentary
pain were added, −2LL = 5088.86, χ2 = 149.87, df = 2,
p < .001. Both momentary pain, b = .068, SE = .007,
t = 9.52, p < .001, and average momentary pain, b = .239,
SE = .030, t = 7.87, p < .001, contributed to the effect.
Entry of EI variables at Step 3 further improved fit,
−2LL = 5064.51, χ2 = 24.35, df = 3, p < .001, due to a
significant effect of mood repair, b = −.159, SE = .056,
t = −2.88, p < .004, and a marginal contribution of mood
clarity, b = −.126, SE = .069, t = −1.84, p < .07.
Interactions of momentary pain with EI variables
further increased explained variance, −2LL = 5040.26,
χ2 = 24.25, df = 3, p < .001. As the right portion of
Table 3 indicates, the only significant effect was for the
pain-by-mood repair interaction. Reanalysis, entering
interaction terms individually to address concerns about
overfitting of the model, confirmed the significant interaction of pain with mood repair, b = −.066, SE = .014,
t = −4.61, p < .001, and the lack of effect for pain ×
attention, p = .692. However, when entered alone, the
pain × mood clarity interaction emerged as statistically
significant, b = −.060, SE = .017, t = −3.51, p < .001.
Figure 2 portrays the weakened linkages of momentary
pain with negative affect among persons higher in mood
repair (Fig. 2A) and mood clarity (Fig. 2B).
Fig. 1. Moderating effect of mood clarity (A) and mood repair (B)
on the relationship of global pain to global depressive symptoms.

Discussion

both mood attention, p < .06, and mood clarity, p < .07.
Greater attention to mood exacerbated the association
of pain with positive affect; greater mood clarity attenuated that association.
Table 3

These analyses confirm that perceived EI is associated
with pain at both global and momentary levels. Building
on earlier work that used the same EI measure as a

Momentary Affect as a Function of Background Characteristics, Mood Regulation Strategies, and Momentary Pain
Positive affect

Negative affect

b

SE

df

t

p

b

SE

df

t

p

Sex

.165

.096

215.9

1.72

.087

−.046

.055

215.6

−0.84

.403

Age

.015

.004

216.0

3.40

.001

−.002

.002

215.6

−0.82

.415

−.088

.087

215.8

−1.02

.311

−.004

.050

215.2

0.72

.942

Marital status
Education

.048

.024

216.2

1.97

.050

.014

.014

216.1

1.04

.298

Health conditions

−.026

.017

215.8

−1.52

.130

.009

.010

215.3

0.89

.375

Average momentary pain

−.033

.051

216.3

−0.64

.521

.219

.029

216.2

7.46

.001

Momentary pain

−.062

.009

4708.8

−6.57

.001

.065

.007

4709.0

9.05

.001

Mood attention

.051

.095

215.5

0.54

.588

.023

.054

214.7

0.43

.667

Mood clarity

.180

.120

215.7

1.50

.136

−.126

.069

215.1

−1.84

.067

Mood repair

.490

.097

215.8

5.07

.001

−.159

.055

215.3

−2.87

.004

Attention × pain

−.030

.022

4708.8

−1.38

.169

.024

.017

4709.3

1.44

.151

Clarity × pain
Repair × pain

−.038
.010

.030
.023

4708.8
4708.8

−1.32
0.44

.189
.660

−.030
−.055

.022
.018

4709.3
4709.3

−1.35
−3.08

.176
.002

Coefficients represent last step of hierarchical multilevel modeling analysis; see text for details.
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unitary construct [29, 31], we found that the most consistent EI predictor of pain was attention, reflecting
higher pain both globally and in the moment among
those who reported greater awareness of their moods.
Mood clarity was a negative predictor of global pain
and, marginally, of momentary pain. Interestingly,
mood repair—the ability to maintain or regain a positive
mood—was not directly related to pain in this sample of
older adults with knee osteoarthritis.
Paralleling previous research [35], EI was a significant predictor of emotional well-being, in terms of both
global depressive symptoms and momentary positive
and negative affect. However, attention to mood was not
related to well-being at either level in this group of osteoarthritis sufferers. Rather, both depression and negative
affect were inversely associated with mood clarity and
mood repair; for positive affect, only mood repair was
significant. Thus, attention to one’s moods, operationalized here as awareness and valuation of the role of mood
in everyday life, is associated with heightened experience
of pain; however, it does not appear to be a strong factor
in emotional distress. Rather, knowing how one feels
(mood clarity) and ability to maintain a positive outlook
(mood repair) were the better predictors of both global
and momentary affective well-being.
Emergence of a significant interaction of mood clarity
with global pain on depressive symptoms corroborates
the longitudinal work of Kennedy et al. [32] among persons with osteoarthritis. The current data extend this
finding to within-day processes, yielding a similar buffering effect; here, however, it was mood repair, rather than
clarity, that buffered the momentary linkage of pain
with negative affect. This pattern suggests that whereas
having a clear understanding of one’s moods may help
buffer against pain-fueled depression in the long term,
it may be more important in day-to-day life to “accentuate the positive” in managing the emotional impact of
chronic pain.
This conclusion is, of course, tempered by the fact
that these patterns changed somewhat when interaction
terms were examined singly rather than together. Taken
in isolation, mood repair and mood clarity each displayed a significant buffering effect on the association
of pain with negative mood states both globally and in
the moment. Together, however, there emerged a difference in strength of association, such that mood clarity
was the stronger independent predictor of depressive
symptoms, versus mood repair for momentary negative
affect. Although further work is obviously needed, the
potentially differential roles of mood clarity and repair
in long-term versus short-term pain-related distress are
intriguing.
The general lack of association of EI variables with
momentary positive affect in our sample is also notable.
Specifically, positive affect was related only to mood

ann. behav. med. (2018) XX:1–11

Fig. 2. Moderating effect of mood clarity (A) and mood repair
(B) on the relationship of momentary pain to momentary negative affect.

repair, versus both clarity and repair for depression and
negative affect. It is also perplexing that we failed to replicate the findings of Zautra’s team regarding moderating effects of mood clarity [10] and repair [41] on the
association of pain with positive affect. There are several plausible explanations for these differences. First, as
noted by previous investigators [10, 32], it is logical that
the role of mood regulation varies as a function of the
particular type of pain experienced or, more generally,
the type of stressor involved. Although Zautra et al.’s
[10] sample included some women with osteoarthritis, the
majority suffered non-age related rheumatologic disorders (rheumatoid arthritis, fibromyalgia) that may evoke
differential affective and coping responses. A second
consideration is time frame. Although our analysis
was strictly cross-sectional, its replication of Kennedy
et al.’s [32] pain-by-clarity interaction on subsequent
depression confirms the role of clearly understanding
one’s moods for long-term emotional well-being in the
presence of persistent pain. In contrast, Zautra’s team
worked on a different time frame with respect not only
to within-person measures (weekly, vs. 4 times daily in
the current study), but also to microlongitudinal time
frame. Specifically, whereas we examined contemporaneous covariation of affect with pain, Zautra’s team consistently looked at lagged (predictive) associations, with
positive affect measured the week after pain. This raises
the thought-provoking possibility that mood regulation
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strategies may play differential roles in the flow of
physical and emotional responses even over relatively
brief time frames. This question—and, more generally,
the short- versus longer-term interplay of pain, affect,
and generalized well-being—is strongly deserving of
further study.
A few limitations of this study bear mention. Sample
and sampling frames are always a concern. We purposely
used diverse sampling techniques to ensure a broad
range of participant characteristics both clinically and
demographically. Although all our respondents had physician-confirmed knee osteoarthritis, they varied widely
in duration and severity of symptoms. This doubtlessly
introduced a great deal of noise into analyses, basically trading off internal validity for generalizability.
Second, although we controlled self-reported medical
comorbidities, it is not unlikely that the complement of
health problems, medications or other treatments used,
and perhaps even clinical characteristics of the disorder,
may have affected patterns of findings. Similarly, one important covariate not examined in this or others’ work
is activity limitation: the extent to which pain interferes
with valued activities [42, 43].
An additional, broad concern is the measure of EI
itself. Although both subscales and overall composite
have previously been used in studies of chronic pain, few
published studies have examined all three subscales simultaneously. In the current data, attention to moods was
relatively independent of both clarity (r = .331) and repair (.169), but clarity and repair were highly correlated
(r = .597). We found no evidence of confounding due to
collinearity in current analyses, but some caution should
be exercised when interpreting findings. In particular, the
differential patterns of significance for interaction terms
examined singly versus as a group underscores the sizeable overlap between these two constructs, and the potential importance of weighing EI constructs as “general
factor” versus specific skills or perceptions. A related
concern is the low reliability for the mood repair scale
in this sample. Although widely used, the Trait MetaMood Scale was developed and validated largely on
samples of college students. Further investigation of the
factor structure and performance of this measure across
the lifespan, particularly with chronic pain samples, is
needed to inform future work.
It is also important to take into account that EI, as
conceptualized and measured here, is just one of a
number of cognitive and affective processes that may
affect the experience of chronic pain. As noted earlier,
the constructs of emotional awareness, clarity and repair
overlap substantially with other constructs, for example,
mindfulness, resilience, and perhaps even catastrophic
thinking. It would be helpful, in future research, to
examine a range of these related constructs in tandem,

in a single study, to begin more clearly to depict areas
of overlap versus unique contributions to well-being of
individuals coping with chronic illness.
These caveats aside, the current data provide intriguing
insights into the role mood regulation, represented here as
perceived EI, plays in the experience and effects of chronic
pain. Our data underscore the complexity of dynamics
encompassed by the construct of EI, and raise questions
about its conventional construal as an inherently positive,
adaptive orientation. Clearly, simple attention to mood
exacerbates the experience of pain, suggesting that therapeutic techniques emphasizing emotional awareness (e.g.
mindfulness) should be applied with careful emphasis on
nonevaluative, accepting cognitive stances. At the same
time, mood clarity—the ability to understand and differentiate emotions and their effects—may be a major aspect of long-term coping with chronic pain. In contrast,
positive attitude and the ability to repair or bounce back
from negative moods may be an important short-term
coping mechanism. Although further research is needed,
the current findings clearly demonstrate a key role of
perceived mood regulation strategies in minimizing the
effects of persistent pain on emotional well-being both in
the moment and for the long term.
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